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THE LANCET.

LONDON: SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1857.

THE LUNACY POLICE.

THE LUNACY PoLicE, which is now extended throughou
the United Kingdom, is an establishment important to society
at large, but especially important to the members of the

medical profession. It is one, however, upon the nature o
whose functions grave differences of opinion appear to exis’

between the public and the Government. The result!

of fundamental differences of opinion between publics anc

governments are never agreeable. Whilst they exist the3
irritate and perplex; and when they suddenly end, it is mor<
frequently in revolution, great or small, than in quiet anc

wholesome reform.

The Government Boards appointed under the various lunacy
statutes are distinguished by the proportion of medical mem
hers which the law enjoins them to contain. Insanity being
very generally recognised as a disease, and medical men being
appointed to administer the laws respecting it, the public have
adopted the opinion that the various lunacy boards are autho-
ritative centres of medical opinion. This idea has been justi-
fied and confirmed by the pretensions of the English Commis-
sinners in Lunacy. We find these gentlemen actively engaged
in imposing medical dogmas upon the physicians and medical
officers of asylums, to be followed in the treatment of insanity
and of other diseases. During the cholera they issued a series
of instructions for the prevention and the treatment of the

epidemic. More recently they have issued instructions to be
followed in the medical use of baths, in which they adopt the
principle that a shower-bath of three minutes’ duration is the
limit of moderation, or, as we should say in ordinary thera-

peutics, the medium dose. We are not informed whether Dr.

OLIVER’S plan of successfully treating insanity with hydrochlo-
rate of morphia, to the extent of eighteen grains a day, has the
entire approval of Mr. WILKES, the Commissioner. As the

benefit of the discovery has been given to the profession at his
solicitation, it is to be presumed that such is the case; and we
may expect that, before long, the Commissioners will fix the
medium and maximum doses of mo-phia and other drugs. But

ti is a matter of some doubt whether their rules with regard to
any measures of medical treatment will be readily and impli-
citly adopted. At their last visit to the Kent Asylum, Mr.
GASKELL and Mr. CAMPBELL urged the employment of a par-
ticular mode of treatment for paralyties and others liable to
involuntary evacuations, which the visiting justices rejected,
as an undue interference with the discretion of their physician.
On the 30th of March last, Dr. NAIRNE, and Messrs. GASKELL,
CAMPBELL, and LUTWIDGE, visited the Colney Hatch Asylum,
and reported, " We avail ourselves of the occasion to record
our- opinion that, as a means of allaying maniacal excitement,
active and extetided exercise is preferable on every account to
seclusion." The opinion of the medical superintendents of
Cblney Hatch, however, is directly adverse to this collective
Opinion of the Visiting Commissioners; and the Visiting Jus-
tices of Colney Hatch, having confidence in their officers, have
declined to limit their medical discretion, or to sanction any
interference with the treatment of their patients.

The Visiting Commissioners therefore consider themselves

authorized and empowered to lay down rules for the medical
treatment of mental disease, and thus justify the expectation
of the public, that whatever science may emanate from so high
a source shall be pure and reliable.

But is this assumption of medical authority by the Commit
sioners, and this public expectation of medical science from
them, authorized either by the law as it stands in the statutes,
or by its interpretation as expressed by the acts of the Govern;
ment ? If we refer to the Asylums Act, we see that the Corn.
missioners are empowered to visit asylums, as they are eint
powered to visit gaols and workhouses, once a year or oftener;
and that they may make recommendations when in asylums:
gaols, or workhouses. They have exactly the same amount of
anthority, and no mo!’e, in the county asylum as they have in
the county gaol and in the union house. They have not the
most distant claim to the possession of any medical authorit,
and it is far from clear that they have any right either to in.
spect the official books or to examine the officers. They can
visit and recommend, or, to use their own term, "make a

report," which report, having no legal weight, is estimated

according to its worth, and not according to the source whence
it emanates. Unfortunately, these reports are not always
treated by the real authorities with that seemly respect which
is due to their source. In some asylums the Visiting Juatisex
occasionally decline to have them read; in others they are read
and ridiculed; and we know one large county asylum in which,
a few months since, the Visiting Justices caused that unin-

telligible Syriac word ’’ BOSH " to be scrawled over the report
of the Commissioners.

The Government has expressed its view of the functions.of
the Commissioners in the selection it has recently made for
three of these appointments. It is not for us to pretend two a
knowledge of all the motives which influenced the selection
made. We cannot affirm that Dr. NAIRNE was appointed be-
cause he had a claim upon Lord SHAFTESBURY’S aristocratic

sympathies, that Dr. COXE was appointed to the new Scotch
Commission because he had been household physician to- the
Duke of ARGYLE, or that Dr. HATCHELL obtained the Irisl1

appointment because he had occupied a similar post in the
household of the Lord Lieutenant. We may think that, how
ever slippery a. footing a trust in princes may be, good intal’e.’Ii!I
with a lord is not a matter to be despised in medical advance-
ment. But such thoughts and such conjectural caleulation of
motives cannot be estimated as of much value in argument.
What we do know is, that Government has not appointed
either of the above three gentlemen to Commissionershipa im
Lunacy on account of any authority which their opinions can
possibly possess in psychological science. Neither Dr. NAIENB,.
Dr, CoxE, nor Dr. HATCHELL have had any experience in the
treatment of the insane, or in the management of lunatic

asylums. They may casually have had occasion, as any medi>
cal man may have had, to prescribe for a lunatic; but to
mental disease as a specialty they have paid no attention, of it
as a specialty they have had no experience, and in it they can
have no authority. Nor can it be supposed that their inexpe-
rience may be cured in the discharge of their new duties ; for
their office debars them from the practice of their profession,
and any knowledge they can now obtain of lunacy will be like the
wide but superficial knowledge of men and manners, which. a.
sailor acquires while visiting many countries, but residing in none.
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THE ADVERTISING QUACKS AND THEIR VICTIMS.

If, however, the Government appointed these gentlemen
Notwithstanding, or even on account of their ignorance of the

specialty of insanity, it may still have been influenced by cer-
tain views of a practical nature. The Government may justly
believe them to be sensible and honourable men, well able to

t’2ischarge the police duty of asylums, and thus to prevent the

irregularities and abuses to which the helplessness of the insane
offers such constant temptation. The Government may have

thought them to be better fitted for this useful but compara-
tively humble function, because they were not likely to be
diverted from it by the fascinations of science.
That Government considers these functionaries not in the

light of scientific instructors or leaders of opinion, but as the

lunacy Police of the kingdom, is proved by what occurred in
the House of Commons on the 21st of July last, when Mr.

CAIRNS, the member for Belfast, put a question respecting the

propriety of Dr. HATCHELL’S appointment. Mr. HERBERT, in ‘

reply, stated that Dr. HATCHELL’S experience as surgeon to
the Dublin police force was amply sufficient to justify his

Appointment. i
The conclusion we draw is, that the profession and the public

must not expect too much from Commissioners so appointed,
and that the Commissioners should cautiously restrict them-
selves to the discharge of their legitimate functions. The his-

,

tory of the SNAPE difficulty may teach them that their police
functions require the exercise of great temper and discretion, s
affd the reception which their medical dogmas meets with can-
not be felt to augmentthe sum of their happiness or usefulness.

They cannot feel that it is their mission to teach such men as
CONOLLY and WINSLOW, in London, or as BUCKNILL, BROWNE,
BOYD, and THp&.NAM, in the provinces, how to treat insanity.
They must accept therefore the dictum which the able secre-
*htry of the English Commission lays down for them,-that ,
their board is not a medical board; or if they adopt the alter-
native that it is a medical board, and a source of medical
,authority, they must be prepared to find themselves in face of:
a vigorous and growing opinion that both it and its sister’

boards stand urgently in need of reconstruction.

MEDICAL REFOR3,1, we have always contended, is as much a’,
public as a professional question. It is the duty of a govern- ’
.ment to protect the public health, and in no way could this
’be so effectually done as by affording to the community a ready,
means of knowing the legitimate practitioner from the impostor
and the quack. In the present state of the law, any scoundrel,
however ignorant, however steeped in crime, may call himself
a physician or surgeon, and prey upon his victims without fear I
and without punishment. Cases of fraud are seldom to be
traced to men who have a legal right to practise. Offences

against society in the name of the profession are, with rare ex-
ceptions, to be traced to low and unprincipled scamps, who
-assume titles and pretensions to which they have no legitimate
’claim. Strange as it may appear, it is no less true, that the

judges -of the land, acting simply upon the legal bearings of a
’ease, visit with as much severity any error of judgment com-
mitted by a well-educated practitioner as though the fault had
been committed by a rogue and a charlatan. Under a whole-

;some measure of medical reform this injustice would not be
allowed to continue. The lawyers, represented as they are in
- both Houses of Parliament, have succeeded in protecting them-

selves and the public by stringent statutes. It is of importance
to determine on what grounds it is assumed that a man’s pro

perty is more valuable than his health or his life. Yet the

Legislature have fully acknowledged the importance of the
one, while they have totally igncred the value of the others.
Under a wholesome law it would have been impossible for a

fellow like KAHN to have pursued for so long a time hie

illegal career. He has no qualification whatever to practise in
this country ; yet the law offers no obstruction to his pro-

ceedings, and -societies formed for the suppression of vice and
the protection of morals look with indifference on his delin-
quencies. A law has lately been passed to punish the pub-
lishers of obscene books and prints, but the far more de-
moralizing, filthy, and obscene museum in Coventry-street is
permitted to exercise its fatal influences without comment and
without obstruction. We seem to strain at a gnat and swallow
a camel. The wretched vendors of filthy books in dirty
and contaminated Holywell-street are persecuted and prose-
cuted, whilst the more filthy den at the west-end of London
is pampered and patronized.
How is this ? Is it for a moment to be contended that the

one has a more contaminating effect on the rising generation
than the other ? No one acquainted with the relative -evils of
both will for a moment give an answer in the affirmative. In-

deed there is no real comparison between the two evils : the

one pursues its course in a low and dirty neighbourhood, under
certain disguises and subterfuges; whilst the other appeals W
the public, fortified by impudent advertisements in the public
papers, and by the assumption of degrees and diplomas which
serve to allure the unwary -and ignorant. KAHN is but one

of a class who resort to the most unworthy means of carrying
out their abominable designs. By pseudo-scientific lectures,
by specious advertisements, by dirty and filthy handbills,
dispensed in every leading thoroughfare in -London, they
contrive to carry on their unholy trade, to corrupt the

morals of the young, and to prey with a relentless and

vulture-like rapacity upon the victims they succeed in bring-
ing within their influence. The mischief thus inflicted on

society is quite incalculable; the pecuniary injury is the leaab
of these; the destruction of .health, the prostration of mind,
- are far more formidable. Many an inmate of a madhouse owes
his incarceration to the influence exerted upon him by the un-
principled and heartless quacks who infest this metropolis.
With what a shudder do we peruse the details of the Thugs
.and the secret-poisoners ! How is it that the destroyers of
body and mind escape with impunity the effects of their

proceedings ? Clearly from the fact that the Legislature deals
with one class of offenders in a very different spirit to what
it does with the other. Are we, or are we not, to reap benefit
from the late exposure ? Are quack-vultures to pursue their
unholy and destructive career or not ? In the absence of

legislative interference, the press must do its duty to humanity
and society. We must expose these offenders against public
morality and the public welfare; we must brand them as the
enemies of society; we must single them out as men&mdash;If they
are deserving the name-who batten upon the miseries and
weaknesses of mankind, regardless of the consequences which
they inflict; who laugh over the wretchedness and despair of
their victims, so long as this wretchedness and despair will
enable the plunderers to keep up stately mansions, live in

luxury, and ride about in splendid equipages. How are we
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to stop these men ?-by exposure ? Yes; they cannot live in
the light of the sun. Bring them out before the full glare of
day, and they shrink as cowards. The moral is clear. Let

every victim of the advertising quacks demand, in the name
of the law, restitution of the money which has been obtained
from him. There will be no repetition of the Bloomsbury
County Court exposures: the terrified culprit will disgorge his
ill-gotten gains. The plaintiff will not only do justice to him-
self by such a proceeding, but he will be the means, without
personal injury or exposure, of doing a noble service to

society; he will prevent others from failing into a snare which
has been destructive to his own peace and happiness, and will
furnish to the Legislature the most convincing evidence of the

necessity of putting a stop to one of the most diabolical

systems which has ever been invented for the destruction and
debasement of mankind.

Medical Annotations.
" Ne quid nimis."

THAT moribund humbug, Homceopathy, only waits the up-
starting of some fresh delusion to give the coup de gr&acirc;ce to its
lingering existence. Of the homoeopathic hospitals established
in London with such vast parade but a few years ago, not one
has maintained its position. Some are shut up altogether,
whilst others have dwindled into miserable little dispensaries,
sadly straitened for means to purchase even the remedies which
are reputed so cheap. For cheapness is one of the arguments
(and some think it the best) urged in favour of Hahnemann’s
system. Hand-labour is the chief expense ; for, since the
teenth dilution of a grain (quite a moderate extent of man ipula-

tion) involves a mass equal to sixty-one globes the size of the earth
for a diluent, the actual expense of the remedial material could
not be very great. Hence it is a marvellous mystery what can
be the contents of those cases daily advertised at prices varying
from two to three pounds each; accompanied by books of direc-
tions which cost from one to sixteen shillings. There is scarcely
a newspaper, from Tlte Times down to the last new halfpenny
sheet, (published for the enlightenment of the public, and to
uphold the dignity of the press,) in which such advertisements
may not be found in stray corners. It is evident that some-

body buys the books and boxes. And it is, moreover, unfor-
tunately true that every purchase thus made involves the con-
demnation of certain harmless sufferers to swallow the little
useless sugar-plums sold at these exorbitant sums under the
misnomer of medicines. For the victims are usually the poor
Feeble-minded clergymen with hom&oelig;opathic predilections, and
foolish old women are chiefly the purchasers of the rubbish.
They addle their weak brains with perusals of the books; written
by a person described as J. Laurie, M.D., and announced to be
’’ devoid of all technicalities. Then they undertake the treatment
of the sick-poor whose ill-chance it is to fall within their reach.
Now, this is a proceeding which requires some decided check.
The success of homoeopathic practitioners is entirely confined to
nervous folks, whose only ailment is laziness; and to dyspeptic
people, who suffer from over-feeding or wrong-feeding. With
such persons, careful adaptation of diet and exercise will appa-
rently work wonders. And in his knowledge of these things
are comprised the only really serviceable weapons of con-
scientious homo&oelig;paths,&mdash;for of these, we believe, there are

a dwindling few, -whose positions and relations are like
the numerals which represent their own doses; one figure of
little value followed by a perfect battalion of cyphers. No
medical man will be inclined to envy them the guidance of
those perversely foolish virains, who swallow their globules

and small-talk; or those slaves of the stomach, who live to eat,
and are only kept in health by being told what to eat. But
that people without more knowledge than is to be acquired
from these homoeopathic books, advertised (price 16s.) for

"families, emigrants, and missionaries," should be allowed to
waste the time, and often thus sacrifice the lives, of the sick
and helpless and ignorant by administering the contents of a
homoeopathic nostrum-chest (price .65), is little short of sanc.
tioned manslaughter and unjustifiable homicide.

AT the command of the Emperor of France, there has been
built, near Charenton-on the outskirts of the Bois do Vin.
cennes, and some few miles from Paris-a hospital for the recep.
tion of convalescent workmen. Founded by a decree in March,
1855, the completed building was inaugurated on Monday last;
the Minister of the Interior taking a principal part in the cere.
mony, and delivering the address on the occasion. This new

building is arranged to accommodate five hundred invalids of
the labouring classes.
Numerous and well-managed as are our London hospitals,

there is abundant room for an institution similar to that
originated by the French emperor. The one small convalescent
hospital near London is rather an admirable working model
than such an institution as should be provided for the metro-
polis as a half-way house to health for the poor. The wards
of our hospitals are often unavailable for the reception of urgent
cases, because the beds are occupied by patients who, though
cured of their ailments, remain too enfeebled for labour; who,
if turned adrift into the world, would eddy back to illness
from sheer inability to force their way into the stream of life,
and resume their bed of sickness with diminished chance of

recovery. The establishment of a hospital for incurables was
a noble exercise of benevolence. It was the work of that
" trywe charite" which, saith Piers Plouhman, " most helpeth
men to Hevene." For no further worldly service could be ren&middot;

dered by its inmates-withered branches on the tree of life
that might never more bear fruit. On the other hand, the
establishment of a convalescent institution for the poor, pro-
portionate to the size of London, would be not only a work of
charity, but one of political economy; by helping to tide the
poor man over the trying time when he is recovering his
strength, and thus enabling him to resume his lowly, but not
unimportant, place in the social scale.

WE have been blessed during the past summer and through-
out the harvest-month, " crown’d with the sickle and the

wheaten-sheaf," by a continuance of magnificent weather,
scarcely paralleled in the memory of that redoubtable personage,
the oldest inhabitant. On the 28th of June the temperature
rose to 88&deg; in the shade, this being the hottest day that has
occurred for eleven years. During the first week in August
the thermometer also marked 88&deg; on one day; the average tem-
perature being 30 above that of the same week during forty-
three years. In the second, third, and fourth weeks, the tem-
perature was respectively 3&deg;, 4&deg;, and 70 higher than the average
of the same time during the above number of previous years, the
greatest heat in the shade being 83&deg;, 83&deg; and 85&deg; ’9 on Sunday,
August 23rd. Mons. Babinet, the French astronomer, has reo
cently reported to the Institute the results of his observations
on some changes in the currents of the ocean. To the favour-
able influence of these he attributes the hot weather of the

present summer. He, moreover, stated his belief that this is
only the first of a series of years of great heat, attributable to
the same causes-" quibus oceanus viticula rerum laxet," as

Seneca long since prophecied. The conclusions of the French
astronomer are rendered more probable by the great influence
known to be exercised by ocpan-currenta on the temperature of
adjacent countries. Of one of the warmest of these currents,
(the Gulf Stream,) Lieutenant M lury relates that " the quan-


